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Abstract
This paper presents a hybrid intelligent approach that combines natural language processing (NLP) and
knowledge engineering to address the Reviewer Assignment Problem (RAP) in scientific peer-review.
The approach uses NLP techniques to match a new document with subject experts, and it employs
a knowledge graph to identify conflicts of interest (COIs) between the authors of a document and
potential reviewers. The approach detects three types of COIs: direct co-authorship, second-level co-
authorship, and collaborators from the same institutions. Further, it uses semantic text similarity (STS)
matching for peer-reviewing of documents in journals, where potential reviewers are screened from
large literature databases. The research approach follows the Design Science Research methodology,
where a prototypical system is designed based on the requirements elicited from both the literature
and from primary data collection conducted in a publishing house. The approach is evaluated by
implementing real-world use cases in the working prototype and by conducting a focus group with
potential users, i.e., editors.
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1. Introduction

Peer-review refers to the evaluation of scientific articles by one or more subject experts that
have similar competencies as the authors of the scientific articles and is used to safeguard
the quality of research publications [1]. A high-quality peer-review process is ensured by
assigning adequate experts as the reviewers of a scientific article. Within this process, one has
to address the Reviewer Assignment Problem (RAP) [2, 3] to avoid biased outcomes [4]. As part
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of the RAP, the identification of conflicts of interest (COIs) between authors and reviewers is
one of the most crucial challenging, and time-consuming activities as it is commonly done
semi-automatically [5]. This is especially problematic for large academic journal publishers
such as Elsevier or MDPI that have a substantial number of papers and reviewers involved.
The complexity lies behind the activities of checking for COIs that go beyond the direct co-
authorship between any of the co-authors with the potential reviewers, or via collaborators at
co-authors’ institutions. Recently some approaches have started to consider the academic
social network and collaboration distance between authors and reviewers as a criterion for a
fair and balanced reviewer assignment [6, 7]. These solutions are geared towards automating
the reviewer assignment optimization problem in the setting of peer review in conferences,
where a number of documents is assigned to a fixed number of peer reviewers. Our work
addresses a different class of complexity where the identification of COIs is done on a large
scale, among millions of documents and authors.

In this paper, we present a decision support system that, given a journal article, recommends
potential reviewers and transparently shows their COIs for final human decision-making. The
system is designed considering scale as an important requirement. The system is split into
two parts. Firstly, a natural language processing (NLP) component that aims to match a new
document with subject experts. The component allows for semantic text similarity (STS)
matching using document embeddings, which are created through the SPECTER language
model [8]. Secondly, a knowledge graph component allows identifying COIs by navigating the
graph. Our approach considers three types of COIs: (a) direct co-authorship, (b) second-level
co-authorship, and (c) current and former collaborators of the same institute(s).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the related work is discussed, which com-
prises approaches in automating reviewer assignments, paper-reviewer match-making, STS
matching at scale, reviewer assignment algorithms, and resolution of COIs. We conclude
the section by pointing to promising approaches for the resolution of COIs, which involve
solely knowledge graphs and hybrid artificial intelligent approaches. Next, the methodology is
described in Section 3. Then, Section 4 elaborates on the tackled challenge, its analysis, and
derivation of design requirements. The solution design is described in Section 5. The proof of
concept is presented in Section 6 and comprises (a) the implementation of the approach in a
working prototype, (b) evaluation of the approach with respect to a use case, and in Subsection
6.1, (c) the second evaluation that focuses on the perceived usefulness and usability of the
prototype. Finally, the conclusion and outlook are discussed in 7.

2. Related Work

In this chapter, we first provide an overview of existing approaches in the match-making
of reviewers with scholarly papers and the reviewer assignment problem (RAP). We then
elaborate on knowledge graphs and their application to the detection of COIs. Finally, we
point out hybrid intelligent approaches, which combine machine learning and knowledge
engineering for the resolution of COIs.
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2.1. Approaches in Automating Reviewer Assignments

The reviewer assignment typically depends on the domain knowledge of a single meta-reviewer
or a panel of meta-reviewers that coordinate the process of selecting and inviting suitable
reviewers for each document [9]. Apart from matching the topic of the document to the topical
expertise of reviewers, other factors such as COIs or bidding preferences are considered [3].

Zhao & Zhang reviewed a number of systems for automating reviewer matching in RAP be-
fore [10]. They propose to characterize reviewer assignment systems as three-staged systems:
Firstly, the construction of a reviewer database. Secondly, the match-making of papers with po-
tential reviewers by computing similarity scores between the paper and previous publications
of potential reviewers. Thirdly, a reviewer assignment optimization algorithm [10]. The step of
constructing a reviewer database can also be replaced with a database of past publications.

2.1.1. Paper-Reviewer Match-Making

The paper-reviewer match-making involves the determination of the degree of compatibility
between a paper and each potential reviewer [11]. Several Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques have been proposed to determine this compatibility. These techniques leverage
word frequency information, topic information, or deep semantic information.

In the domain of word frequencies, the most commonly used algorithm is the Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), which determines the relevance of words
in the manuscript and reviewers’ profiles [12, 13]. The cosine similarity metric is then used to
calculate the degree of match between the manuscript and potential reviewers. The Toronto
Paper Matching System (TPMS) [14] is a famous example of such a system using text matching
scores at its core and is extensively used in computer science conferences. In the domain of
topic information, Mimno & McCallum leveraged the technique of Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) to transform the manuscripts of reviewers and authors into topic features [15].

However, techniques based on word frequencies and topic modelling are being superseded
with deep neural network models. Kotak et al. developed an evaluation framework and
found that reviewer recommender systems using Contextual Neural Topic Modelling (CNTM,
using word embeddings) and Sentence-BERT (SBERT, using sentence embeddings) were
superior to other techniques [11]. This is likely due to the word- and sentence-level contextual
understanding employed in these models [11].

More recently transformer-based language models trained specifically on scholarly docu-
ments emerged that are suitable to transform and represent scholarly documents as vector
embeddings, including Scibert [16] and SPECTER [8]. In the case of SPECTER, vector embed-
dings are representations of the features of the documents including the academic citation
graph, and can be used for downstream tasks without task-specific fine-tuning [8]. One
such downstream task is STS matching by e.g., computing the Euclidean distance or cosine
similarity between two vectors.

2.1.2. Semantic Text Similarity Matching at Scale

The k-NN search is computationally expensive. Computing the cosine similarity of vector
embeddings to find the most similar vectors may work well for small conferences with a
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limited number of contributions and reviewers. In this specific setting, similarity scores
need to be computed for a finite amount of paper pairs to find the nearest neighbors. In
the setting of scholarly journals, many journal editors may not want to limit themselves to a
fixed-size review panel (e.g., the editorial board), but will conduct extensive literature research
in specialized scholarly literature databases to identify potential reviewers from previous
publications. Such literature databases contain millions of documents and computing cosine
or Euclidian distances of vector embeddings at run-time is too slow. Solutions such as Faiss or
Weaviate allow the creation of an index of a k-NN graph for large collections of vectors, which
can be searched via approximate nearest neighbors (ANN) algorithms [17]. A commonly used
ANN algorithm is the Hierarchical Navigable Small World (HNSW), which performs well in the
ANN benchmark (high query throughput, high recall) [18].

2.1.3. Reviewer Assignment Algorithms

The reviewer assignment systems’ third stage entails algorithms for the optimal selection and
paper distribution to reviewers [10]. According to Long et al. and cited in Zhao & Zhang, the
algorithms can be divided into two distinct groups based on their information retrieval or
matching-based approach [19, 10]. Retrieval-based approaches are used in one-to-several
reviewer assignment scenarios, where each paper is matched against the reviewer database
one at a time [10]. This is typically the case for journals, where editors want to choose the
most appropriate reviewers from past publications or a large pool of potential reviewers. The
matching-based approach is used in a many-to-many reviewer assignment scenario, where
a batch of papers is assigned to a fixed pool of reviewers [10]. This is typically the case for
conferences. According to Shah, such reviewer assignment optimization algorithms typically
maximize an overall sum of scores under consideration of other constraints, such as the
number of documents per reviewer [20]. For both types of algorithms, identifying the most
suitable reviewer for a paper also entails avoiding cooperative or competitive COIs between
the reviewer and the author as part of such constraints [19].

2.1.4. Resolution of Conflicts of Interest

Recently some approaches to RAP have started to consider the academic social network and
collaboration distance between authors and reviewers as a criterion for a fair and balanced
reviewer assignment [6, 7]. Li et al. created a new score that combines the topic similarity
and the collaboration distance between an article’s authors and potential reviewers as a single
metric to maximize [6]. Using a single score for ranking, their approach aims at automating
the reviewer assignment optimization in the setting of conferences, where a fixed number
of documents is typically distributed to a fixed number of reviewers. Nugroho et al. split the
assignment into two scores. Firstly, they compute the topic similarity via Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA). Secondly, they compute the cosine similarity between vector representations
of the author node and the reviewer node. Both scores are then combined to create a ranking of
the recommended reviewers [7]. Their approach shows the potential to provide more control
to the editor, as the two types of scoring could be split and treated sequentially. However,
in both approaches the score (based on collaboration distance or the similarity of graph
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embeddings) allow for little insights into the types of COIs that affect the reviewer candidate.

2.2. Knowledge Graphs for the Resolution of Conflicts of Interest

Knowledge graphs serve as an essential component for the development of advanced search
and recommender systems [21]. The development of recommender systems, which rely on
traditional semantic similarity matching and graph embedding-based recommendation, offers
promising application prospects. Such approaches, when used in conjunction, complement
each other and enhance the efficacy of the recommender system [22]. A graph database
has the potential to increase the efficiency of the process to screen for potential referees by
exploiting background information present in the graph. A graph database is especially suited
to screen for COIs between the author and potential reviewers by navigating the graph between
the author’s node and the potential reviewer’s node. Structured relationships, denoted by
subject-predicate-object, enable the establishment of meaningful links between entities in a
graph. This approach facilitates not only the identification of direct COIs among co-authors,
but also second-level COIs among co-authors of co-authors. Thus, the technique provides a
comprehensive screening mechanism for detecting potential COIs in scientific collaborations
[23].

2.3. Hybrid Artificial Intelligent Approaches for the resolution of Conflicts of
Interest

Several hybrid AI approaches have been researched to combine knowledge graphs and com-
putational learning. In the RDF2Vec approach [24] each node of a Resource Description
Framework (RDF) graph is converted into a numeric vector which is then used to build a
neural language model. The creation of a vector space embedding for large RDF graphs can be
computationally challenging, although this step has to be performed only once, as the em-
beddings can be reused for different tasks. Ristoski et al. show a superior performance of the
RDF2Vec approach for document similarity or recommender systems [24]. In our approach we
are using the embeddings of SPECTER which already includes the citation graph of scientific
papers [8], therefore partly covering information that we would be able to include in a neural
language model using RDF2Vec. Moreover, we aim for a hybrid intelligent approach, where
the hybrid AI and editors collaborate.

3. Methodology

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the research methodology. The research design
follows the Design Science Research (DSR) methodology [25].

In the problem awareness phase, we combine secondary data with primary data for the
derivation of a set of design requirements. As secondary data, we conducted a qualitative
literature review on peer-review, COIs detection, expert recommender systems, and hybrid
intelligent systems. As primary data, we conducted semi-structured interviews with a profes-
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sional managing editor from the academic journal publisher MDPI1 to gather insights into a
current peer-review process at a large journal. The interview lasted one hour and was recorded
with the permission of the interviewee.

In the suggestion phase, we elaborate the design for a novel decision support approach by
addressing the requirements and problems identified during the problem awareness phase.

In the development phase, the approach is implemented into a running prototypical system,
which includes a backend and a front-end application. The backend includes a vector search
index with document embeddings and an RDF(S) graph, which is derived from real-world data
of MDPI publications from 2020-2021. The frontend application is a user interface for editors.

In the evaluation phase, our approach is two-fold. Firstly, a real-world use case is imple-
mented in the prototypical system to prove the correctness of the artifact. Secondly, a focus
group with editors is used to prove the usefulness of the prototypical system via its front-end
user interface.

The below sections elaborate on each of the DSR phases.

4. The Editorial Process Challenge

In this section, we first present our findings relating to the current editorial process to identify
and screen peer-reviewers. We take the example of peer-review for a typical MDPI journal.
Based on the process findings and the literature review from Chapter 2, we then established
a set of requirements for the design of the novel approach to support editors in finding
appropriate potential reviewers and resolving their potential COIs. The solution design is
derived from the requirements and implemented as a prototypical software system.

4.1. As-is Editorial Process of a Manuscript

In this sub-section, we present the current editorial process of a manuscript (i.e., journal) and
the problems that may arise in the identification of potential reviewers. Findings were derived
by interviewing a professional managing editor and by analyzing MDPI training material,
which is used to train in-house editorial staff.

The following description of the editorial process is underpinned by the graphical process
depicted in Figure 1. Each manuscript is screened by the editorial staff before it is sent out for
peer-review. Typically, authors are asked to provide a positive and a negative list of reviewers
(i.e. author’s bidding). A positive list of reviewers includes persons whom the authors of the
manuscript think are qualified to conduct an independent review of the manuscript. The
negative list includes persons whom the authors do not want to be contacted for the peer-
review of their manuscript. This typically includes past collaborators (i.e. self declared COIs)
or competing research groups. Besides names provided by authors, the editorial staff will
conduct a literature review to identify authors that have published in the same domain and
may thus potentially qualify as reviewers. All potential reviewers are screened for possible
COIs, qualifications, and past track records.

1https://www.mdpi.com/
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Figure 1: Current editorial process to identify and screen potential reviewers (in BPMN 2.0).

To conduct the literature search, the editor identifies keywords from the title and abstract
of the manuscript. Typically the editor tries to summarize the keywords into more general
concepts and find synonymous keywords to enlarge the pool of related search results. The step
of summarizing keywords into more general concepts requires high expertise in the domain
of the manuscript. Less experienced editors or editors with differing backgrounds (e.g. with
more editorial skills rather than scientific) are usually not able to apply this search strategy
proficiently and may have to deal with an inadequate or limited number of search results.

The identified keywords are then used against specialized literature databases such as the
Web of Science and Google Scholar to find literature from recent years. Authors of such recent
related literature are considered potential reviewers for the manuscript at hand. Potential
reviewer names are added to the manuscript processing system. The manuscript processing
system will automatically flag potentially problematic reviewers. There are several flags
indicating different types of potential problems:

1. COIs:

• Co-authorship: one or more authors and the potential reviewer may have published
together in past 5 years. This check is performed based on matching authors’ names
and the reviewer’s names (which may pose additional disambiguation problems)
in authorship lists from the past 5 years as indexed in Scilit.

• Collaborators from the same institute: authors and potential reviewers may be
working at the same institute. This check is performed by comparing the hostname
of the authors’ and reviewers’ email addresses.

2. Publication ethics: the reviewer is listed in previous publication ethics cases, such as
citation cartels (asking authors to add citations to their own work), fake or poor quality
reviews, plagiarism, etc.
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3. Opt-out: the reviewer opted out of performing peer-reviews for a particular journal or
for the publisher.

In the case of co-authorship COIs and publication ethics, the editorial staff proceeds with
the manual verification of the reported flag. For co-authorship COIs, this entails a laborious
manual verification of the purportedly shared publication: the editorial staff verifies that
the authors and the potential reviewer in listed publications are the same person. In some
cases the initial flag set by the system can not be substantiated, e.g., another person sharing
the same name as the reviewer or the author. In this case, the editor can proceed in the
process with this potential reviewer. The interviewee noted that currently, the system is not
capable of identifying a second-level co-authorship: a co-authorship between a co-author of
one of the manuscript’s authors and the potential reviewer. Further, he noted that a manual
check for second-level authorship is complex and would involve several recursive literature
searches. Thus, editors currently do not verify for second-level co-authorship. Further, the
system sometimes misses flagging collaborators from the same institute due to different email
address endings, the absence of email addresses on the author or reviewer profile, or due
to secondary affiliations (a reviewer may have a side-affiliation with one of the co-authors’
institute but use the email address from his main affiliation).

Once the flags set by the system have been resolved (or no flags reported by the system),
the editors proceed to a further background check of the reviewer. This includes looking-up
previous peer-review performance in the internal system. The system includes such details as
the past delivery time for review reports and the quality of the delivered review report. The
reviewer may have for instance repeatedly provided very superficial comments or "template
reports" in the past and may hence not be a good choice. Additionally, the reviewers have to
meet the following criteria to be considered qualified as a reviewer:

C1 Academic qualification: only scholars having a PhD or equivalent degree are considered
potential reviewers. This check excludes graduates- and PhD-students from being
considered as reviewers.

C2 Expertise: several publications in the field over the past five years, preferably as the lead
author and in international journals.

C3 Citation record: above average h-index or i10-index compared to typical values in the
field.

The process is subject to some variations depending on the journal: some of the journal’s
academic editors may want to be involved in screening reviewers, or approving reviewers
screened by the journals’ editorial staff before the invitation. In a few cases, the academic
editor may want to screen the reviewers by themselves. The figure shows the typical process
variant handled by a single in-house or academic editor.

4.2. Requirements

Based on the identified process, the interview with the editor, and contextual information of
the publisher MDPI, the following requirements for the solution design were defined:
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R1 The approach should match related publications via semantic text similarity (STS).
Rationale: remove the need for editors to extract keywords from titles and abstracts of
manuscripts. Further, the solution should be accessible to editors that are not experts
in the domain of the manuscript.

R2 The STS matching and COI resolution should scale to millions of documents.
Rationale: support editors at large journals which do not have a finite list of reviewers
from which to choose. Instead, journal editors conduct a literature search to screen for
potential reviewers from related literature.

R3 The approach should include a database of past publications with disambiguate entities
(authors, institutes).
Rationale: in order to load the author network into a meaningful graph database, author
and institution entities need proper disambiguation.

R4 The approach should ease the process of checking for COIs.
Rationale: the approach should remove the need for laboriously checking COIs reported
based on name matching by, e.g., using disambiguate author entities.

R5 The approach should introduce the checking of second-level authorship.
Rationale: this type of COI is not resolved at all today due to the amount of manual work
and the need for recursive literature research to solve this task.

R6 The approach should provide reasoning for proposing or excluding a reviewer.
Rationale: in case of doubts, the editors should have the possibility to trace back the
proposed reviewer name to a publication to make a final decision. Also, the editor
should be able to verify a COI reported by the approach.

R7 The approach should follow a hybrid intelligent approach.
Rationale: the approach should support the editors in making decisions while allowing
the editor to fine-tune settings and engage with the search results.

5. The Proposed Solution Design

In this section, we present our solution design based on the requirements derived from the
analysis of the editorial process challenge. We scoped our solution toward two major prob-
lems. Firstly, we automate the matching of previous related literature to remove limitations
introduced by the classical keyword-based information retrieval approach (R1, R2). Secondly,
our solution improves COI screening by introducing a directed authorship graph allowing for
direct and indirect co-authorship screening, as well as improved collaborator screening via
affiliations and side-affiliations (R3–R5). Hence, the proposed solution consists of a two-step
approach. The first step focuses on employing machine learning. It matches the manuscript
with past publications through STS to build a pool of potential reviewers. The second step fo-
cuses on machine reasoning. It resolves COIs of each potential reviewer with all co-authors via
the academic authorship graph. The proposed solution is complemented by a user interface
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for the editors, and an ETL pipeline to load and transform existing publication data into the
solution. Figure 2 depicts the solution.
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed hybrid intelligent solution design combining Machine Learning
and Knowledge Engineering.

5.1. Semantic Text Similarity (STS)

To simplify the process and to address R1, we propose to use an NLP-based approach in
matching related articles through STS. Transformer-based language models are ideal for this
task: they are capable of representing a document as a vector (document embeddings). The
BERT-based transformer SPECTER developed by AllenAI is a good candidate due to the nature
of the scholarly documents used in its training and its ability for performing downstream tasks
without fine-tuning [8]. Using document embeddings also addresses one of the problems we
identified in the current process, namely the difficulty in keyword-based search strategy faced
by editors that are not very familiar with a manuscript’s topic.
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5.2. Vector Index and ANN Search

To support the use case at journals as described in R2 the solution should support holding
millions of previous publications. According to Scilit, there are 35 million scholarly documents
published over the past 5 years2. In this setting, the STS matching can only be performed
if document embeddings are pre-computed and stored in an index. After evaluation of the
documentation of two systems – Faiss [17] and Weaviate [26] – we propose to use Weaviate
as the vector index and search engine due to the in-built horizontal scalability and support
for ANN via the HNSW algorithm. Additionally, Weaviate supports storing and searching for
additional properties, such as titles, abstracts, authors’ countries or the publication outlet.
This allows for more flexible search queries if the system is to be expanded in the future in
support of R7. An example could be to allow the user to limit the vector search to a specific
publication outlet (e.g., only search for related vectors within the Lancet journal), year range,
or publications authored by persons in certain countries.

5.3. Resolving COIs via Graph Database

We use the RDF graph database GraphDB3 to resolve COIs between authors and potential
reviewers. To address the requirement of scalability (R2) we construct SPARQL queries to
extract sub-graphs for each type of conflict (direct authorship, second-level authorship, and
institute collaborators) and run each query for each manuscript co-author, thereby addressing
R4 & R5. We then extract the author IDs that appear in each sub-graph and store them in a
data frame by type of conflict. Finally, we scan the data frame for author IDs that also appear
in the pool of potential reviewers and flag the potential reviewers according to the type of COI
that was identified. The flagged potential reviewers and the type of COI that was found are
shown in the user interface, thereby addressing R6.

5.4. Publication Data ETL

We leverage on the Scilit database from MDPI, which contains past publications and disam-
biguate author and institute data and addresses R3. Authors of semantically related papers
are considered as potential reviewers, thereby eliminating the need for creating a separate
reviewers database. An ETL pipeline transforms publication data twofold. Firstly, it is used to
create document embeddings with SPECTER and stored into the vector index. Secondly, the
publication data is transformed into an RDF graph and loaded into the graph database.

6. Proof of Concept

The proposed solution design has been instantiated as a prototypical software system. The
system is composed by the following four components:

• Vector Search Engine: is an index of vectors in Weaviate representing the document
embeddings of past scholarly publications created with SPECTER. The component

2see: https://app.scilit.net/publications and apply the "Past 5 years" filter from the left-side menu.
3https://graphdb.ontotext.com/
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supports ANN search through the in-built implementation of the Hierarchical Navigable
Small World (HNSW) algorithm via a REST API endpoint.

• Graph Database: graph representation of past publications in GraphDB, including
the co-authorship network and institutional affiliations. The component supports
the resolution of COIs between potential reviewers and authors (direct co-authorship,
second-level co-authorship, and past and present collaborators at the same institutes)
by querying via the SPARQL endpoint.

• Backend Application: backend application in Python offering Flask API endpoints to
access the business logic, compute document embeddings with SPECTER, and access
data from the other layers (graph database, vector search). This application also includes
the ETL pipeline to load data from Scilit, convert it into an RDF graph and batch-import
into GraphDB via Turtle files.

• Frontend Application: frontend with a graphical user interface for journal editors built
in Nuxt.js and Vue.js.

To evaluate the approach, we implemented a use case with real-world data. Specifically,
publication data from MDPI for 2020-2021 was obtained from Scilit, transformed into RDF
and loaded into GraphDB. The data set consists of 400,000 publications, 1,200,000 unique
authors, and 22,500 institutes. Additionally, the title and abstracts were concatenated and
document embeddings computed in the Python backend application. Embeddings were
batch-pushed to Weaviate via its REST API. The ETL processing of this data set took a total of
16 hours. The application, GraphDB and Weaviate were deployed on a virtual machine (VM) of
type e2-standard-2 with 8 GiB memory and 80 GiB disk size on the Google Cloud. During the
ETL import, we temporarily switched the VM to the e2-highmem-2 type with 16 GiB memory.

The frontend user interface is divided into an introductory landing page and three subse-
quent simple process steps:

1. In the first step, the user can type or copy the title, abstract and authors of the new
manuscript. A random sample generator button provides example data for a quick
demonstration, but the users can enter any manuscript they would like to evaluate
(Figure 3). To uniquely identify manuscript authors, the user is asked to enter the email
addresses of the co-authors. The email addresses are not saved and are only used to map
the authors to the unique author ID in Scilit, which is subsequently needed to query the
graph for COIs. For our evaluation, we focused on the manuscript titled "Buckwheat in
Tissue Culture Research: Current Status and Future Perspectives" 4.

2. In the second step, a list of the most matching search results is presented with all publi-
cations matching the manuscript, sorted by descending score. The score is provided by
the Weaviate vector search engine and represents an inverted and normalized angular
cosine distance in the range 0.0-1.0. The editor can select the publications that are most
relevant to the topic. By default, the solution shows the 25 most matching publications
(Figure 4).

4https://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/23/4/2298
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Sample Data

Search → Search Results → Resolve Conflicts → Recommendations

Manuscript Data

Title

Abstract

Author E-mails (comma-separated)

Reviewersv.Beta New Search

Figure 3: Prototype screenshot of the UI showing the data entry step.

Search → Search Results → Resolve Conflicts → Recommendations

Search Results

Related publications for: Social Inequality in Religious Education: Examining the Impact of Sex, Socioeconomic Status, and Religious

Socialization on Unequal Learning Opportunities. Edit

Proceed With Selected Publications 

Score 0.9976 DOI

Social Inequality in Religious Education: Examining the Impact of Sex, Socioeconomic Status, and Religious Socialization

on Unequal Learning Opportunities

Show Abstract

Score 0.9694 DOI

Enlightened Heterogeneity: Religious Education Facing the Challenges of Educational Inequity

Show Abstract

Score 0.9466 DOI

Bible Didactics and Social Inequality? Critical Considerations on the Interconnection of Religious Education and

Heterogeneous Settings

Show Abstract

Reviewersv.Beta Current Search

Figure 4: Prototype screenshot of the UI showing the related publication selection step.

3. In the third step, the list of proposed potential reviewers is presented along with the COIs
that were identified. Additionally, background information such as the h-index, ORCID
and current institute of the proposed reviewers are shown. Four flags are displayed
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indicating a general status (has COIs / has no COIs) and the three types of COIs (Figure 5).
Table 1 shows the author data and Table 2 shows the reviewer data and expected results
for the COI resolution for the example manuscript shown in 5. The COIs displayed in the
figure matched the expected ones. The first potential reviewer on top of the figure has
no COIs, therefore the returned status is green. The identified COIs are represented with
a red warning symbol. Consistently to the expected results, the COIs are shown for the
remaining three potential reviewers.

Search → Search Results → Resolve Conflicts → Recommendations

Recommended Reviewers

Potential reviewers for: Buckwheat in Tissue Culture Research: Current Status and Future Perspectives. Edit

Status Direct Co-Authorship Indirect Co-Authorship Collaborator Potential Reviewer

No No No Blaž Cigić

University of Ljubljana
ORCID 0000-0002-9539-1504

h-index: 16

Scilit Profile

No Zlata Luthar

University of Ljubljana
ORCID 0000-0002-7521-9010

h-index: 5

Scilit Profile

No No Primož Fabjan

University of Ljubljana
ORCID 0000-0002-4192-6446

h-index: 1

Scilit Profile

No No Katja Mlinarič
h-index: 1

Scilit Profile

Reviewersv.Beta Current Search

Figure 5: Prototype screenshot of the UI showing the proposed reviewers and the types of COIs that
were identified.

Table 1
Author data for the example manuscript shown in Figure 5.

Author Person Node Institute Node
Alicja Tomasiak Node 19314713 Node 853
Meiliang Zhou Node 7658546 Node 54894

Alexander Betekhtin Node 11401513 Node 853

6.1. Evaluation of the Perceived Usefulness and Usability of the Prototype

This section describes the conducted qualitative evaluation of the prototype. As criteria, we
focused on the perceived usefulness and usability of the tool. The evaluation consisted of two
phases. Firstly, the prototype was made available online to a panel of eight experts forming a
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Table 2
Excepted results for the COI resolution from the example in Figure 5 and corresponding edges in the
graph.

Reviewer Name Person Node Type & Source of COI

Zlata Luthar Node 733659
Co-author of Zhou on 10.3390/plants10010014

Indirect co-author of Tomasiak and Betekhtin via Zhou

Primož Fabjan Node 17935776
Indirect co-author of Zhou (Fabjan is

co-author of Luthar, which is a co-author of Zhou
via 10.3390/plants10081547)

Katja Mlinarič Node 17935777
Indirect co-author of Zhou (Mlinarič is

co-author of Luthar, which is a co-author of Zhou
via 10.3390/plants10081547)

focus group of in-house MDPI editors5. The editors were asked to use the tool for three days
as part of their daily work. Specifically, after they would assign reviewers to a manuscript with
the as-is process, they should have used our tool for the same manuscript. Next, they had to
note down a comparison between the two approaches. On the fourth day (i.e. second phase),
we conducted a group and structured interview with all the editors for about 40 minutes. The
perceived usefulness and usability of the tool were broken down into three sub-criteria: (1)
the relevance of the matching papers to the topic of the manuscript, (2) the identification of
COIs, (3) the user-friendliness and satisfaction in terms of speed of action-reaction of the user
interface. The below sub-sections elaborate on each of the three sub-criteria.

6.1.1. The relevance of the matching papers to the topic of the manuscript

The interviewed editors agreed that the solution provided a quick way of matching related
papers based on copying the title and the abstract of the manuscript. The results provided
in the user interface through the STS matching were, despite the limited size of the database,
highly relevant to the topics of the manuscripts tested. The proposed prototype was seen as
advantageous compared to the keyword-based search. Editors could easily and automatically
retrieve a list of relevant papers without the need for manual keyword identification. The
editors particularly stressed the aspect of saving time. The number of suggested results (25 by
default) was deemed sufficient. The possibility to uncheck some of the matched publications
was welcomed as a way for editors to engage and interact with the prototype.

6.1.2. The identification of COIs

The effective identification of COIs is of high importance for the interviewed editors and is at
the core of our proposed approach. Usually, editors working for MDPI journals are required to
cover the literature of the past five years when searching for potential COIs. For our evaluation,
the solution was loaded with the literature of two years only, 2020 and 2021. The reason is
that it would have taken too long to transform and load literature data over five years (approx.
1 week) and there were no available server resources for that task. As a consequence, the

5https://reviewers.ch/, access credentials available upon request
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identified COIs only focused on these two years. Nevertheless, there was a common agreement
among the editors that the resulting COIs, although limited, were relevant and helpful for the
identification of COIs when processing new manuscripts.

The interviewees also mentioned that it would be beneficial to load additional background
data of the reviewers from other databases, such as Scilit or Google Scholar. As an example,
one editor mentioned that adding the URL to the institutional homepage of the scholar would
facilitate access to his/her background information to be checked by the editor.

Moreover, editors highlighted the need to take other criteria into account to assert the relia-
bility and qualification of a potential reviewer. Current MDPI policies prescribe a minimum
h-index, but interviewees mentioned that this may only be one of several possible filters.
Knowing if the reviewer has already done reviews for MDPI in the past, and getting his/her
score would be highly welcome. In the case of the h-index, a filter for a minimum value should
allow for a flexible choice as in some research domains it could be higher and in others lower.
A filter for a time span would also facilitate filtering out reviewers that have already been
invited recently to review other manuscripts. As manual work is still necessary to check the
background, the availability and the reliability of the referees, editors needed to rerun the
search several times and suggested having a function to save the search results so that they
can return to the search results and further refine it.

6.1.3. The user-friendliness and satisfaction in terms of speed of action-reaction of
the user interface

Interviewed editors agreed on the simplicity and clarity of using the solution via the three-
stepped approach in the user interface. All the editors found that the tool performed well
and they could get the desired results quickly. One editor expressed the imminent desire to
integrate the proposed tool into the existing manuscript processing system. Feedback for
improvement was provided too. Interviewed editors agreed that the current prototype does
not provide sufficient filters for narrowing-down the pool of qualified reviewer candidates.
On one hand, editors would like the possibility to filter down the candidate pool to reviewers
holding a PhD (or equivalent) degree. On the other hand, editors would like to narrow down
the pool of reviewers by specifying a minimum h-index.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a hybrid intelligent approach for the support of journal editors in
the identification of Conflicts of Interest (COIs) of potential reviewers for a given manuscript.
The approach was developed by following the Design Science Research methodology, where
the design decisions were made based on the findings from both literature and expert inter-
views. The proof of concept demonstrated that the requirements could be met. From the
evaluation with the focus group, it became clear that editors attach great importance to the
requirement R7, i.e. the collaboration with the AI system. Ideally, a reviewer matching system
should provide control to the editors and assist them in the quest to find domain experts that
meet a number of qualification criteria. The system should automate certain tasks such as
matching related literature, while giving more control to the editor to refine the search or
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narrow-down the pool of candidate reviewers. A direction for future improvements could be to
allow editors to collect related publications into a publication pool first. They can then refine
or expand using the same concept of STS matching of the items in the pool, before turning the
publication pool into a pool of reviewer candidates. Future research directions could be of
proving the approach in other academic journal publishers. An immediate next step could be
of conducting additional evaluations by feeding the prototype with 5 years of literature and
comparing the results with the ones from MDPI editors that use the as-is editorial process.
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